Computing Workstations

Mobile Documentation & Teleconnectivity, Wall Mounts

Documentation Workstations and Wall-Mount Computing

Capsa Healthcare provides an extensive portfolio of mobile computing carts and point-of-care wall mounts to optimize your patient IT program.

- Benefit nurse-patient interactions
- Mobile documentation workstations and space-saving wall arms accommodate laptops, tablets, all-in-one computers
- Lightweight, easy to maneuver
- From simple virtual care and documentation models to powered, comprehensive medication workstations
- Optional work-saving accessories

Challenges Answered with Capsa Workstations

Q: Is a laptop or tablet hand-carried between exam rooms?
Q: Do you need to transport computer, supplies, and meds at the same time?
Q: Have you considered telepresence to connect patients with caregivers or family remotely?
Q: Are your wall computer arms bulky or do they interfere with patient care?
Q: Do you need slender-profile carts to fit tight environments?

More Information

Shown is a sample of Capsa’s full line of computing workstations. Contact your Capsa account manager or see www.CapsaHealthcare.com for more.

Also Available from Capsa Healthcare

Automated Dispensing Cabinets | Medical Carts | Medication Carts
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